This study compares the performance of various data mining classifiers in order to find out which classifiers should be used for predicting whether a loan application will be approved or rejected. The study also tries to find the data mining classifiers which have the best performance in predicting whether an approved loan applicant will eventually default on his/her loan or not. The study was performed using a sample of 971 loan applicants. The results indicated that the best data mining classifier for predicting whether a loan applicant will be approved or rejected is LAD Tree, followed by Rotation Forest, Logit Boost, Random Forest, and AD Tree. It was also found that the best classifier for predicting whether an approved applicant will default on his/her loan is Bagging, followed by Simple Cart, J 48, J 48
Introduction
Data mining can be classified into four different categories, namely association rule mining, classification and prediction, clustering analysis, and sequential patterns and time-series mining (Han & Kamber, 2001; Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . When using data mining methods, we should consider several issues. For example, we should be aware that the data mining method which we choose needs to take ultimate applications into account, it should be dependent upon the characteristics of our data set, and it should take advantage of domain models (Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . Therefore, Zhang and Zhou (2004) suggest that the three dimensions of data mining in financial application are data, applications, and finance/accounting models. Many researchers have applied data mining techniques to financial topics including: credit scoring (Barney et al., 1999; Desai et al., 1996; Glorfeld, 1996; Jagielska & Jaworski, 1996; Lee et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2006; Piramuthu, 1999; Piramuthu et al., 1994; Sinha & May, 2004; West, 2000) , credit risk assessment (Doumpos et al., 2002) , bankruptcy prediction (Jain & Nag, 1997; Kim & McLeod, 1999; Ryu & Yue, 2005; Shin & Lee, 2002; Sung et al., 1999; Wilson & Sharda, 1994) , fraud detection (Brause et al., 1999; Chan et al., 1999; Han & Kamber, 2001; Iba & Sasaki, 1999; Kirkos et al., 2007) , portfolio management (Hung et al., 1996) , and financial performance prediction (Lam, 2004) .
Choosing the appropriate data mining technique for analyzing financial data is an important decision. Comparing the performance of different data mining techniques can be one way to make this decision, but we should be aware that a single data mining technique may not always be the best technique for analyzing all types of financial data. In some cases, it might be a good idea to use hybrid systems that integrate various data mining techniques (Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . The present study is focused on using data mining classifiers for helping banks to make better decisions about loan applications. Particularly, we are trying to find out which data mining classifier has the best performance in evaluating loan applications.
Literature Review
The most popular data mining algorithms used in business and finance research are artificial neural networks (Ansari & Riasi, 2016a; Fish et al., 2004; Hamid & Iqbal, 2004; Jain & Nag, 1997; Mostafa & El-Masry, 2013; Refenes et al., 1994; Saad et al., 1998; Sung et al., 1999; Walczak, 1999; Wilson & Sharda, 1994; Yoon et al., 1993; Zhang & Zhou, 2004) , genetic algorithms (Ansari & Riasi, 2016b; Fish et al., 2004; Iba & Sasaki, 1999; Olaru & Purchase, 2014; Shin & Lee, 2002; Zhang & Zhou, 2004) , statistical inference (Han & Kamber, 2001; Refenes et al., 1994; Tseng et al., 2001; Yoon et al., 1993) , rule induction (Bose & Mahapatra, 2001; Wu et al., 1998; Zhang & Zhou, 2004) , decision trees (Brandã o et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2001 ; Thomassey & Fiordaliso, 2006) , and data visualization (Bose & Mahapatra, 2001 , Chang et al., 2016 Grierson et al., 2015; Hachaj, 2014; Jahangirian et al., 2011; Pé rez-Montoro & Nualart, 2015) . A neural network is a multilayer perceptron with simple connections between different components (Ansari & Riasi, 2016a) . In each layer, one or more processing unit(s) called artificial neurons or nodes are present which perform a simplified version of what human brain's neurons do. The behavior of the neural network depends on the relationships and connections among individual components of the network (Ansari & Riasi, 2016a; Mirghafoori et al., 2010) . According to Zhang and Zhou (2004) , neural networks have very high computation complexity and are highly flexible. Neural networks have been used by researchers for bankruptcy prediction (Jain & Nag, 1997; Sung et al., 1999; Wilson & Sharda, 1994) , stock market prediction (Refenes et al., 1994; Saad et al., 1998; Walczak, 1999; Yoon et al., 1993) , and portfolio management (Hung et al., 1996) . Genetic algorithms are iterative processes based on evolutions which initiate from a population of randomly generated individuals with the ultimate goal of finding comprehensive optimized solutions (Holland, 1975) . Genetic algorithms also mimic the process of natural selection and are based on the idea that the genetic pool of a specific population contains the solution to our problem (Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . According to Zhang and Zhou (2004) , genetic algorithms have very high computation complexity and have low accessibility. Genetic algorithms have been used by various researchers for bankruptcy prediction (Back et al., 1996; Shin & Lee, 2002) , stock market prediction (Iba & Sasaki, 1999) , and fraud detection (Iba & Sasaki, 1999) . Statistical inference is defined as the process of drawing conclusions based on data (Bullard, 2006) . According to Zhang and Zhou (2004) , discriminant analysis, factor analysis, principal component analysis (PCA), and regression models have been frequently used for identifying the influential variables in financial problems or to find relationships between disparate variables and financial markets. Statistical inference has been used by various researchers for predicting the stock market (Refenes et al., 1994; Yoon et al., 1993) , foreign exchange market forecasting (Tseng et al., 2001) , and fraud detection (Han & Kamber, 2001) . Rule induction techniques produce a set of if-then rules which are extracted from a set of observations and represent significant patterns in the data set which help to create models for prediction (Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . Algorithms that produce decision trees are among the most commonly used types of rule induction (Ansari & Riasi, 2016c; Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . Rule induction techniques have low flexibility, but very high interpretability (Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . Finally, data visualization techniques are implemented in order to make large amount of data easily digestible by using graphics. Data visualization methods are commonly used by financial services firms and researchers in order to better present financial data. Lee et al. (2006) studied the performance of credit scoring by using classification and regression tree (CART) and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS). They found that credit scoring models built by using CART and MARS have higher correct classification rates in both the testing and validation samples compared to credit scoring models produced by linear discriminant analysis (LDA), logistic regression, neural networks, and support vector machines (SVM) methods. Therefore, it can be concluded from their results that CART and MARS provide efficient alternatives for LDA, logistic regression, neural networks, and SVM in order to perform credit scoring modelling. Results of Lee et al. (2004) also revealed that CART and MARS have lower Type II errors compared to LDA, logistic regression and neural networks. Sinha and Zhao (2008) applied data mining classification methods to indirect bank lending. They studied whether the incorporation of domain knowledge improves classification performance or not. In order to do so, an expert system which captures a lending expert's knowledge of rating a borrower's credit was used. The findings from their study indicated that in the absence of credit rating knowledge, if the cost ratio is 1, decision table method has the highest mean misclassification cost and naive Bayes has the lowest mean misclassification cost. They also found that in the absence of credit rating knowledge, if the cost ratio is 5, naive Bayes method has the highest mean misclassification cost and J48 decision tree has the lowest mean misclassification cost. Overall, they found that in the absence of credit rating knowledge, decision table has the highest mean misclassification cost and SVM has the lowest mean misclassification cost. Sinha and Zhao (2008) concluded that appropriate choice of a data mining method, along with the incorporation of domain knowledge, could translate to substantial monetary benefits for a bank.
Research Questions
With the rapid growth of credit card industry in developed countries, large amounts of consumers' credit data are collected everyday by the credit department of the banks (Huang et al., 2007) and credit card companies. These valuable credit information can be used to determine the credit scores of customers. Credit scoring models have been broadly used in recent years in order to evaluate the customers' creditworthiness (Thomas, 2000) . Unlike many countries which use credit scores as an important decision criteria for approving or rejecting loan applications, Iranian banks do not use a credit scoring system because there exists no formal credit score for individuals in Iran. Additionally most Iranian banks do not use data mining techniques and computerized systems for making loan decisions and/or to evaluate the creditworthiness of loan applicants; instead, most banks have their own loan committees which decide whether to accept or reject loan applications. The absence of credit scoring systems and computerized loan evaluations makes the www.ccsenet.org/ibr International Business Research Vol. 9, No. 7; 2016 decision making process very difficult for the banks and can increase the degree of error. Therefore, using data mining techniques can be a good strategy for evaluating the loan applicants and predicting whether they will eventually default on their loans or not. Perhaps, one reason that there is no credit scoring system in Iran is that there is no credit card company and none of the Iranian banks currently issue credit cards. Iranian banks only issue debit cards to their customers which are not a good resource for calculating credit scores. There are two reasons that Iranian banks do not issue credit cards. The first reason is that there are regulations that restricts them from issuing credit cards and the second reason is that Iranian banks do not have access to state of the art data centers and other facilities which are necessary for storing and analyzing credit data. Data mining techniques have contributed to the field of information science to a large extent (Chen & Liu, 2004) and they can be used for constructing efficient credit scoring models (Huang et al., 2007) . This study intends to find out which data mining technique performs the best in order to predict whether a loan application will be approved or rejected. We are also trying to find the best data mining technique for predicting whether an approved loan applicant will eventually default on his/her loan or not. The study uses data from customers of an Iranian bank.
This study has 3 major contributions to the existing literature in this field. First, unlike previous studies which used only one or two performance measure for comparing the performance of various data mining techniques, we use 11 different performance measures in our study. Second, we compare the performance of 57 different data mining techniques on our data set while the majority of previous studies only compared the performance of few data mining techniques. For instance, Sinha and Zhao (2008) only used misclassification cost and Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) as their performance measure, and compared the performance of 7 data mining techniques. Furthermore, Lee et al. (2006) used accuracy, type I error and type II error as their performance measures for comparing the performance of 5 data mining techniques. The third contribution of this study is that we compare the performance of data mining classifiers not only to predict whether a loan applicant will be approved or rejected but also to predict whether an approved loan applicant will default on his or her loan within 5 years after obtaining the loan or not. As far as we investigated, previous studies in this field only focused on performing one of these two predictions and the majority of them only tried to predict whether a loan applicant will be approved or rejected. Therefore, it is fair to claim that the current study is one of the most comprehensive studies which have ever been performed in order to evaluate the performance of data mining techinques using a bank's loan data set.
Methodology

Data
Our sample for this study contained 971 loan applicants of an Iranian Bank. The data set was completely anonymized in order to respect the privacy of loan applicants. The data set contained various demographic and financial information from the loan applicants. This information is used by the bank's loan committee members in order to make a decision on each loan application. Our independent variables from the data set include gender, age, annual income, marital status, education, home ownership status, years with current employer, loan amount, loan duration, loan purpose, number of other loans currently in progress, and total monthly payment on other loans currently in progress. We also have two dependent variables. Our first dependent variable indicates the decision on the loan application (i.e. approve or reject), and our second dependent variable indicates whether an approved loan applicant defaulted on his or her loan within 5 years after obtaining the loan or not. Figure 1 depicts the characteristics of loan applicants in our data set. From the 971 loan applicants in the data set, the application of 533 individuals (i.e., 54.89 % of total applicants) were approved and the loan applications of 438 loan applicants (i.e., 45.11 % of total applicants) were rejected. Among the 533 approved applicants, 436 individuals (i.e., 81.80 % of total approved applicants) did not default on their loans within 5 years after receiving their loans while 97 individuals (i.e., 18.20 % of total approved applicants) defaulted on their loans within 5 years after receiving the loan. 
Classifiers
In this study we used 57 different classifiers and 11 performance measures available in Weka data mining software.
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks and contains tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization (Machine Learning Group at the University of Waikato, 2015) . The 57 classifiers which we used in our study are categorized into 6 different groups by Weka. These six groups are: Bayes, rules, meta, functions, lazy, and trees. In the first step, we ran these classifiers on the entire dataset (i.e., 971 instances) using the -decision on the loan application‖ (i.e., approve or reject) as the class attribute. In the second step we removed the loan applicants whose loan applications were rejected (i.e., 438 loan applicants) and then ran all 57 classifers on the approved loan applicants (i.e., 533 loan applicant) using the -applicant default status‖ as the class attribute. Figure 2 depicts our research model. According to this model, loan applicants' data are used as inputs for each of the 57 data mining classifiers. The outputs of the model are the 11 performance measures.
Figure 2. Research model Bradley (1997) recommended that there should be no attempt to tune the classification methods to a specific problem, in order to reduce the negative effects of any bias in the empirical comparison. Therefore, we used different classifiers using the default settings of Weka in order to minimize the bias in comparing the performance of disparate dara mining classifiers. We also used 10-fold cross-validation to estimate the performance of learned classifiers. Cross-validation is a statistical method for evaluating and comparing learning algorithms which divides the data into two groups: one group is used to learn or train a model and the other group is used to validate the model (Refaeilzadeh et al., 2009) . 10-fold cross-validation randomly divides the data set into 10 subsets with equal size. Then it runs 10 separate experiments and in each of these experiments one of the subsets is used for testing and the other 9 subsets are used for training. In order to calculate the success rate of the data mining method, one should then calculate the average success rate of the 10 experiments. The reason that we used 10-fold cross-validation is that this method has been widely used in previous studies and it has been proven that it is the best method to use for model selection even if computational power allows using more folds (Kohavi, 1995) .
Meta Classifiers
According to Stolfo et al. (1997) , meta-learning is defined as -a unifying and scalable solution that improves the efficiency and accuracy of inductive learning when applied to large amounts of data in wide area computing networks for a range of different applications‖. Meta-learning applies learning programs to a group of independent and inherently distributed databases in parallel, in order to compute a number of independent classifiers (Stolfo et al., 1997) . Each base-learner creates a base classifier and the meta-learner creates a meta-classifier (Chan & Stolfo, 1993) . The goal of a meta-learner is not to choose the best base classifier; instead it tries to combine different classifiers (Chan & Stolfo, 1993) . Meta-learning tries to compute a meta-classifier which integrates the separately learned classifiers to enhance the overall prediction accuracy (Stolfo et al., 1997 
Bayesian Classifiers
Poole and Mackworth (2010) define a bayesian classifier as -a classifier based on the idea that the role of a natural class is to predict the values of features for members of that class‖. In a Bayesian classifier, a probabilistic model of the features is built and the learning agenet uses that model to predict the classification of a new example (Poole & Mackworth, 2010) . According to Langley and Sage (1994) The Bayesian classifier is the most straightforward and widely tested method for probabilistic induction. The Bayesian classifiers which we used in our study are: Bayes Network (Bayes Net), Naï ve Bayes Simple, Naï ve Bayes, and Naï ve Bayes Updateable.
Rule-Based Classifiers
Rule-based classifiers produce a set of if-then rules which are extracted from a set of observations and represent significant patterns in the data set and help to create models for prediction and classification (Zhang & Zhou, 2004) . The rule-based classifiers which we used in this study are: JRip, Decision 
Function Classifiers
The function classifiers used in this study are: S Pegasos, Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), Logistic Regression (Logistic), Simple Logistic, Multilayer Perceptron, Radial Basis Function Network (RBF Network), and Voted Perceptron. The SMO classifier implements sequential minimal optimization algorithm (Platt, 1998) Vol. 9, No. 7; 2016 define Multilayer Perceptron as -a system of simple interconnected neurons, or nodes, which is a model representing a nonlinear mapping between an input vector and an output vector‖. Multilayer Perceptron uses backpropagation to classify instances, which is one of the most widely used neural network techniques for classification (Chauvin & Rumelhart, 1995; Rumelhart et al., 1986) .
Tree Classifiers
The tree classifiers used in this study are: Alternating Decision Tree (AD Tree), J 48, J 48 graft, Logistic Model Trees (LMT), Best-First Decision Tree (BF Tree), Reduced Error Pruning Tree (REP Tree), NB Tree (decision tree with naive Bayes classifiers at the leaves), Functional Tree (FT), Decision Stump, Random Tree, Simple Classification and Regression Tree (Simple CART), LAD Tree (multi-class alternating decision tree by using the Logit Boost algorithm), and Random Forest. Breiman et al. (1984) introduced CART which is a statistical procedure that is mainlly used as a classification tool (Lee et al., 2006) . Landwehr et al. (2005) define logistic model tree (LMT) as a tree which basically consists of a standard decision tree structure with logistic regression functions at the leaves.
Lazy Classifiers
Unlike eager classifiers in which we build a general model before receiving new samples, lazy classifiers keep all of the training samples and do not build a classifier until there is a need for classification of a new sample (Perrizo et al., 2002) . The lazy classifiers which we used in this study are: Locally Weighted Learning (LWL), K Star, Nearest Neighbor Classifier (IB1), and K-Nearest Neighbors Classifiers (IB2, IB3, IB4).
Performance Measures
We Accuracy is defined as the percentage of instances from test set which have been correctly classified by the classifier (Stefanowski, 2010) .
Kappa Statistic measures the agreement of prediction (Cohen, 1960) and it is computed as:
Where P(A) is the observed agreement among the raters, and P(E) is the expected agreement among the raters, or in other words, P(E) represents the probability that the raters agree by chance (Di Eugenio & Glass, 2004) . A Kappa value of one is interpreted as perfect agreement among the raters, and a Kappa value of zero is interpreted as the agreement is similar to chance (Di Eugenio & Glass, 2004) .
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is a performance measure used to understand how close predictions are to the actual outcomes. Calculating the MAE is very simple and it only requires adding the absolute values of the errors and then dividing the sum of the errors by n (Willmott & Matsuura, 2005) . The equation for calculating the MAE is:
Where is the predicted value and is the actual value and is the difference between the predicted and actual value.
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is the square root of the average of the squared errors and it is calculated as:
Where is the predicted value and is the actual value and is the difference between the predicted and actual value. By definition, RMSE is never smaller than the MAE (Chai & Draxler, 2014) . Willmott & Matsuura (2005) suggest that MAE is a better measure of performance compared to RMSE. Armstrong and Collopy (1992) introduced the concept of Relative Absoulte Error (RAE) which is calculated by dividing the absolute forecast error for a proposed model by the corresponding error for the random walk. Equation 4 is used for calculating the RAE:
In the above equation, is the target value for sample case ; ̅ is equal to (1/ ) ∑ =1 ; and ( ) is the value predicted by the individual program for the sample case (Gepsoft, 2015a).
Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE) is calculated by using the equation 5:
In this equation, is the target value for sample case ; ̅ is equal to (1/ ) ∑ =1 ; and ( ) is the value predicted by the individual program for the sample case (Gepsoft, 2015b).
False Positive (FP) Rate for a given class is the number of false positives (i.e., instances which are incorrectly classified by the model as being part of that specific class) divided by the total number of instances that are not in that particular class (Tan et al., 2005) . We can calculate FP Rate using equation 6:
Where FP is the number of false positives and TN is the number of true negatives (i.e., instances that are correctly classified by the model as not being in a particular class) (Tan et al., 2005) .
Tan et al. (2005) define precision as -the fraction of records that actually turns out to be positive in the group the classifier has declared as a positive class‖. Precision can be calculated by dividing the number of true positives (i.e., instances which are correctly classified by the model as being part of a specific class) by the sum of true positives and false positives. Equation 7 is used for calculating precision:
Where TP is the number of true positives and FP is the number of false positives (Tan et al., 2005) .
Recall and True Positive (TP) Rate are both calculated the same way. Tan et al. (2005) define True Positive (TP) Rate as -the fraction of positive examples predicted correctly by the model‖. Recall and TP Rate can be calculated by using equation 8:
Where TP is the number of true positives and FN is the number of false negatives (i.e., instances that are incorrectly classified by the model as not being in a particular class) (Tan et al., 2005 ).
F-Measure or F 1 is a harmonic mean between Recall and Precision (Tan et al., 2005) and it is calculated by using equation 9:
Where r is Recall, p is Precision, TP is the number of true positives, FP is the number of false positives, and FN is the number of false negatives (Tan et al., 2005; Witten et al., 2011) .
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve plots the TP Rate on the vertical axis and the FP Rate on the horizontal axis (Tan et al., 2005; Witten et al., 2011) . The Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) is one of the performance measures which can be used for evaluating different models. A perfect model has an AUC equal to 1 and a model which performs random guessing has an AUC equal to 0.5 (Tan et al., 2005; Witten et al., 2011) . In other words, the larger the AUC the better the model (Tan et al., 2005; Witten et al., 2011) . Vol. 9, No. 7; 2016 172 Conjunctive Rule is the second best classifiers based on Precision but its rank according to MAE is 37.
Results and Discussion
Among the function classifiers, S Pegasos (overall rank = 30) performed the best and Voted Perceptron (overall rank = 53) performed the worst. Among the lazy classfiers, LWL (overall rank = 39) had the best performance and IB3 (overall rank = 57) had the worst performance. Among the meta classifiers, the best overall performance was achieved by Rotation Forest (overall rank = 2) and the worst overall performance was obtained by Dagging (overall rank = 48). Among the Bayesian classifiers, Bayes Net (overall rank = 40) performed the best and Naï ve Bayes Updateable (overall rank = 51) performed the worst. Among rule-based classifiers, JRip (overall rank = 17) had the best performance and NNge (overall rank = 46) had the worst performance. Finally, the best classifier among tree classifiers was LAD Tree (overall rank = 1) and the worst tree classifier was Random Tree (overall rank = 44). The best group of classifiers were tree classifiers. The average overall rank of the 13 tree classifiers was 18.077. The second best group of classifiers were meta classifiers. The average overall rank of the19 meta classifiers was 19.474. The worst group of classifiers were lazy classifiers. The average overall rank of the 6 lazy classifiers was 50.5.
Based on our results, the overall rank for Simple CART classifier is 13 and the overall rank for Logistic Regression classifier is 35 which is consistent with Lee et al. (2006) who found that CART classifier performs better than Logistic Regression. Our results also indicate that the accuracy of Simple CART classifier (Accuracy = 85.0669 %) is higher than the accuracy of Logistic Regression classifier (Accuracy = 81.2564 %) which is consistent with Lee et al. (2006) findings. According to our results Logistic Regression classifier performs better than Multilayer Perceptron (backpropogation neural network), J 48 (decision tree), SMO (support vector machine), Naï ve Bayes, Decision Table, and IB3 (K-Nearest Neighbors classifier with k = 3) when comparing based on AUC; this finding is consistent with Sinha and Zhao (2008) . Table 2 shows the performance of different classifiers when using -applicant default status‖ (i.e., whether the approved loan applicant defaulted on his/her loan within 5 years after obtaining the loan or not) as the class attribute. The first column indicates the type of each classifer, the second column shows the name of the classifer, columns 3 -13 indicate the performance of each classifier based on different performance measures, and the last column shows the overall rank of the classifier relative to other calssifiers. In order to find the overall rank of each classifier, first we determined the rank of rach classifier based on each of the 11 performance measures, then we calculated the average of these 11 www.ccsenet.org/ibr International Business Research Vol. 9, No. 7; 2016 rankings for each of the 57 classifiers. Finally, we determined the overall rank of each classifier using its average rank across all performance measures. The results revealed that Bagging had the best performance on our data set for deciding whether an approved loan applicant will default on his or her loan within 5 years after obtaining the loan or not. Bagging is a classifier which generates multiple versions of a predictor and uses them to get an aggregated predictor (Breiman, 1996) . These multiple versions are obtained by creating bootstrap replicates of the learning set which are then used as new learning sets (Breiman, 1996) . The classifier model for Bagging is depicted in appendix 1. In the overall ranking of classifiers, Bagging was followed by Simple Cart (depicted in figure 4 
Conclusions
Our study revealed interesting results about the performance of different data mining techniques in predicting whether a loan application is approved or rejected and also for predicting whether an approved loan applicant will default on his/her loan or not. These results can be used by banks' loan departments in to design computer programs by using data mining classifiers for facilitating the decision making. The use of data mining classifiers can help the banks to reduce the rate of default on the loans which they generate by estimating the probability of default for each new loan applicant.
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International Business Research Vol. 9, No. 7; 2016 Therefore banks will be able to identify which loan applicants have a higher probability of default and can reject their loan applications. Our results revealed that the best data mining classifier for predicting whether a loan applicant will be approved or rejected is LAD Tree, followed by Rotation Forest, Logit Boost, Random Forest, and AD Tree. The results also indicated that the best classifier for predicting whether an approved applicant will default on his/her loan is Bagging, followed by Simple Cart, J 48, J 48 graft, END, Class Balance ND, Data Near Balance ND, ND, and Ordinal Class Classifier. It was also found that different classifiers perform differently according to disparate performance measures, which means that the choice of performance measure can affect the comparison of classifiers.
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